Whack My Stack Maltese Cross Quilt  
Prepared by Kathy Green©2010  
55” x 85” (30 blocks)

Google: Whack My Stack and find IMAGES at the top of the page on the Juicy Bits web page for a view of the project.

Select 100% cotton fabric suitable quilting. Choose ONE inspiration fabric with a print about the size of your fist. All different colorations of the block will be made from the same fabric. Choose a solid black (recommended) blue, dark green, gold or dark purple for the fabric surrounding the block. Choose a third fabric (subtle print) a color that is contained in the main fabric for the lattice.

Fabric and Preparation:

• 3 yds. MAIN or INSPIRATION fabric with print approximately the size of your fist. Cut Three strips 2 ½” x selvage. Sub-cut into 2 ½” squares for cornerstones. Wait to cut he remainder in class for the blocks.

• 3 yds. BLACK for small border surrounding block. Cut (35) 1 ¼ “selvage to selvage. Cut (10) strips 4” x selvage to selvage.

• 3 yds. COORDINATING subtle print fabric for lattice. Cut (40) 2 ½” x selvage to selvage strips.

• 5/8 yard binding (Cut eight 2 ½” strips selvage o selvage)

• 5 yards backing (Cut two 5 ½ yard pieces and seam together vertically)

Also please bring: KALEIDOSCOPE RULER for cutting 45 degree angles from Quilt in A Day or any other brand. Sewing machine with ¼” foot. Rotary cutter (larger 60 mm size works best.) Flat flower head pins. General sewing supplies to include neutral color sewing (not quilting) thread, ripper, sewing sheers, etc.